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A WORD OR TWO
FROM

THE CHAIR
BY KURT SRITTNER

The hardware SIS has been really busy this month . The

256/512K sad to the 800XL has been going at supersonic

speed. The circuit boards are in print and the first two

to be tested worked perfectly with 256K installed. I have

a patched version of DOS 2.5 that expands DO: to 720

sectors and also gives you D7: with 720 sectors. The

price of the RAH chips is still dropping (now $2.95 §), so

the entire modification can be done for under $30. One

annoying thing about the modification is that you have to

leave the power off for the count of two when rebooting,

or else the computer sometimes does a warm-start instead

MONTHLY
MEETING

I WEST HIGH AT 7:00 P.M.

of rebooting. That means that the 256K RAH chips (at

least the ones that I have) can run off the board's

capacitors for a second or more without losing ail their

data... so there should be more than enough power in the

BOOXL to drive 312K of memory.

This project is and has been extremely exciting, and it

has also been gratifying to experience such a high degree

of co-operation and co-ordination between members of the

ciuo. Thanks to: Hike Redmond, who kept the hardware SIS

going in spits of its unofficial status and who did the

wiring diagram and the preliminary artwork; Ai Divine, who

did the camera-ready artwork; Dave Hullanix, who produced

the circuit boards; and Paul (Dave's friend), who

assembled and tested the first circuit board. I did the

conceptual design and built the prototype on an

experimenters board using single-strand 20 gauge wire, and

alligator-clip leads for jumpers.

By the time you read this, the October 1st hardware SIS

meeting will already have taken place. 8e will definately

have a 256K 800X1 to show at the October 8th general

meeting, and perhaps even a haif-a-megabyte ATARI!!! See

you therein
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BY KURT SRITTNER

PATCHING DOS 2.5
This issue of the HAAUG newsletter is aliost entirely

devoted to the aeaory upgrade hardware project for the

800XL. I will atteapt to explain this aaazing aagical itea

and its possible uses.

The recent radical drop in prices of the 256K RAH chips

(41256) has aade this upgrade cost effective. The fact that

the 256K chips are so nearly identical to the 64K chips that

coae installed in the 800XL aakes it technically possible.

The altered (patched) version of DOS 2.5 aakes the extra

aeaory usable to the average ATARI 300XL owner.

The iapieaentation of this upgrade was aade

substantially easier by a recent article in the Septeaber

issue of BYTE aagazine (Page 247). This article was useful

because it revealed that Antic chips with part nuaber:

C021697 supply all the neccesary refresh signals for the

aeaory chips, while those with part nuaber: CQ12296 do not.

The circuit design by the HAAUG harware SIS ONLY

applies to 800XL having Antic chips with the 0021697 part

nuaber. (The Antic chip is designated "U7" on the circuit

board!

.

Because the 800XL can only directly use 64K of aeaory,

it is necessary to use soaething called a RAH-disk in order

to access the extra aeaory. Luckily for us, the new ATARI

130XE cases with DOS 2.5 which already supports a RAH-disk

as D8:. DOS 2.5 will work with our aeaory upgrade without

aodif ication; however, since the 130XE only coaes with 128K,

DOS 2.5 has no way of knowing about the extra aeaory that

our aodif ication provides.

The following is a description of how to aodify DOS 2.5

in order to provide D8: with a full 720 sectors (instead of

the 512 sectors provided); and to add D7: with 720 sectors.

This procedure is included for the benefit of other users

groups... HAAUG aeabers need not read this section since

they can get the patched DOS at a HAAUG aeeting. You will

need an ASSEHBLER cartridge to install this patch:

PATCHING DOS 2.5

1) Insert your asseabler cartridge.

Put DOS 2.5 in drive i.

Cold start your aachine.

2) When the “EDIT" proapt appears,

get into debug aode by typing:

"BUG".

3) When the “DEBUG" proapt appears,

get into the aini-asseabler by

typing: "A".

4! Type the following lines ending each by pressing the

RETURN key. The aini-asseabler will respond to each line

with one or aore lines of asseabled object cade. Notice

that you HUST type a space after each "<* sign (Which

denotes the end of the address and the start of the

instruction.

886< LDX #0

105C< LDA #$64

12DE< LDY $21

< CPY #8

< BCC *+4

< ADC #5

< TAY

< LDA $185B,Y

< JHP 11846

143D< CHP #6

14C4< LDA #$70

< J3R $1846

183A< .BYTE "NEN.SAV ERR", $98

1846< STA $44

< LDA $0301

< AND #$33

< ORA $44

< STA $0301

< RTS

185B< .BYTE $20,$24,$28,$2C

< .BYTE $40,$44,$48,$4C

< .BYTE $60,$64,$68,$6C

77F< CPX #7

< BCC $7SA

BS8< CHP #7

< ECS IBD3

105EC CPY #7

< 3CS $1076

70A< .BYTE $C3

5) Press the RETURN key to exit the aini-asseabler aode.

6) Type "X" followed by RETURN to return to the EDIT aode.
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7) Type "DOS" to access the SOS aenu.

8) Write the DOS files out to drive 1.

9) Turn off the aachine and cold start DOS... When you do a

directory of D8: you should nan have &20 sectors free

(Instead of 499). Use the ”1" coaaand to foraat D7: . When

you do a directory of D7: you should have 707 sectors free.

(DB: is autoaatically foraated by the “RfiMDISK. COR" prograa

if present on the disk when DOS is loaded).

10)

Pat yourself on the back... you not* have two full sized

RAN-disks.

Note: This patch will only drive 256K. A single patch to

drive either 25iK or 512K will be forthcoaaing as soon as we

have a working 512K aeaory upgrade installed.

BUIRKS:

DONT erase DOS.DUP or NEN.3AV fro# D8:

DQNT write DOS files to D5: thru D7:

DONT try to copy NEN.SAV

DONT count on the Duplicate disk function always working

between RAN-disks.

DONT turn off your aachine and expect data written only to a

RAN-disk to still be. there when you turn it back on.

DQNT run any 130XE prograas that use extra aeaory without

first saving any data that you need to keep fro* your RAN-

disks to a real disk. (For exaaple a sector copier).

DONT expect all 130XE software to work since there is one

function of that aachine which is not duplicated by this

aeaory upgrade... naaely: the extra aeaory video chip enable

line (PB5) is being used by us as an address line.

Two DOS error aessages were shortened and/or disfigured in

order to sake rooa for these patches. They are: “Type Y to

still run DOS* and "ERRQR-saving user aeaory on disk'.

The latter now reads: "MEH.SAV ERR* and the foraer now is

illegible. (Asi es la vida).

If the 512K version of the upgrade is installed, then the

Self-test feature of the 800XL aust be sacrificed. (I never

used it anyway).

HOW TO USE
A RAMDISK

Those of you who have ever used DOS 2.5 on an ATARI

130XE will already be faaiiiar with the use of D8: as a 499

sector RAN-disk. If you haven't ever seen DOS 2.5, then

this section is for you:

Basically, the RAN-disk aiaics all the functions of an

810 disk drive. That is, where ever you would type D: you

can now type D8: instead to direct disk I/O to RAN instead

of to a real disk drive. Soae exaaples are:

RUN ”D8 : PRQ6RAH 1 . BAS
a

SAVE"D3:PRG8RAN2"

L0AD"D8:HYNENU.8AS“

LIST"D8: FR06RAH3. 1ST*

ENTER *D8 : HERGELI N.LST
*

OPEN H,4,0,"D8:NYDATA.IN“

OPEN #1,3,0, "D8:HYDATA.QUT*

On the DOS aenu, you can use the *C* function to copy

files froa one disk to another... even froa one RAN-disk to

another RAN-disk. Whenever you are proapted for a file

naae, just start your file nase with D7: or D6: if you want

to read froa or write to one of the RAN-disks.

If you want to erase all of the files on 07: , it is

auch quicker to re-forsat the RAN-disk than to delete ail

the files one at a tiae. D8: should not be foraatted

because if you reaove the “DUP.SYS* file froa D3: and then

go to the cartridge; you cannot get back to the DOS aenu.

It is also a good idea to leave the "NEN.SAV* file on D8:

since this will prevent you froa losing your basic prograa

when you go back and forth between BASIC and the DOS aenu.

Oh yes
,

and you will probably notice a slight

difference in speed when you go to DOS using the RAN-disk.

One or two seconds is all it takes. Reaeaber to always

SAVE your RAN-disk data onto a REAL diskette BEFORE TURNING

OFF THE CONPUTER’D
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BY HIKE REDMOND

Through a aultiperson effort, MAAUS has aanaged to cose up

with the nett RAHBO XL, 256K RAH upgrade tor the 800XL. In

concept, the RAH upgrade is siailar to the one that

appeared in the Septeaber '85 issue ot BYTE. But the HAAU6

RAHBO XL aoditication atteipts to aaintain coapatibility

Hi th the 128K 130XE. Fraa early tests, it seess that

coapatibility is pretty good unless the software aakes

specific use of the 130XE's ability to bank switch the

video RAH. The HAAU6 RAHBO XL just isn't able to do that.

Otherwise, we've found that the RAHDISK. CQH works without

aodification, as does DOS 2.5. To taka full advantage of

the 256K RAH aod, of course, DOS 2.5 and the RAHDISK

handler sust be aodified to recognize the additional 128K

RAH. A coapanion article describes what’s involved in

patching DOS 2.5 to do the job. The patch allows you to

define two full size (707 sector) single density RAH disks

as D7: and QB:.

How does it work? The circuit diagraa is included in this

article. Basically, the 64K RAH chips originally installed

in the 800XL are reaoved and replaced with 256K RAHS. Then

a new address decoding circuit is installed in place of a

chip that originally did the 300XL address switching.

Lines on the PIA are used to control the address selection

in a way that siaulates and extends the 130XE use of those

lines.

Instead of switching aeaory in 32K blocks, as is done in

the design that appeared in BYTE, the HAAUG circuit

switches aeaory in 16K blocks like the 130XE does. This

not only allows the RAHBO XL to work like the 130XE, it

also reaoves the problea associated with swapping out

operating systei work space in the lower 16K of RAH. RAHBO

XL switches the second 16K bank bracketted by the hex

addresses 4000 to 7FFF. The 256K RAH space is divided into

16 segaents that can be aoved into the 4000 to 7FFF space.

Four of the segaents are noraally used to sisuiate

standard 800XL operation. The other segaents are swapped

in and out under control of RAHDISK or other RAH

aanageaent software.

HOW IT WORKS
The circuit produces three address signals for the 256K

RAH chips. Far the lower ' address bits, address lines A0

through A13 (locations 0000 through 3FFF), the new address

circuit doesn't cose into play. The new circuit is also

deactivated (using signal XE) when the coaputer atteapts

to address locations above 8000. In the 4000 to 7FFF

range, sixteen new addresses can be generated on RA6, RA7

and RA8 to activate one of the 16 segaents. The new RA6

RA7 addresses are controlled by lines PB2~and PB3 froa

PIA. These are the saae lines used in the 130XE. PB4

also used here (to generate the XE signal) as it is in

130XE to enable extended aeaory addressing. RA8, which

not generated in the BOOXL or the 130XE, is generated

by aultiplexing PB5 and PB6 to the RA8 line. This

and

the

is

the

is

here

provides access to the fuTl 256K RAJT&y dividing it into

four 64K segaents that are then further subdivided into

four 16K segaents using PB2 and PB3. Unfortunately, PB5 is

used in the 130XE to control video bank switching.

Therefore, when 130XE software that expects to bank switch

the video is used on the RAHBO XL terrible things will

undoubtedly happen.

You aay notice a bit of extra circuitry on the diagraa. Me

haven't tested it yet, but this is the added stuff needed

to build the HAAUG TERHINAT0R XL, a 512K RAH upgrade. It

generates two seperate CHIP SELECT signals to activate two

seperate banks of 256K RAHS. It can be controlled by the

PB7 signal which is noraally used to do SELF TEST an the

800XL (don't try a self test on one of these aachines). To

build this one, you would have to stack two 256K chips in

each socket and bend out the CHIP SELECT pins (if you can

find thee) on each bank. Haybe we can report on this one

in our next newsletter.

In the asantiae, you can follow the assaably instruction

in an accoapanying article. Artwork is included to put the

whole thing on a printed circuit board to aake it fairly

neat and easy to do. Note: this circuit aod is designed to

work with SOOXL's that have the 6TIA with part nuaber

C021697 (in location U7). If you have part nuaber CG12296

you will have to hack it on your own.

One final warning! This stuff has worked for us but it's

not guaranteed! If you start hacking your aachine, please

be sure about what you're doing. The folks that devised

this aod and HAAUG will not accept any responsibility for

what you do to your own (consenting?) aachine in the

privacy of your hoae or workshop. And don't froget about

warranties. Hake sure your aachine works (or wait for 90

days after purchase) before you break into it for

soaething like this.

SO good luck and have fun! Q
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258-K ADDRESS CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR 8QQXL’S
(800HL COMPATIBLES

PART5 LIST

8 x 41256-150 @6 * for 512- kl
1 x 74LS32

U

1 * 74LS00
i x 74LS153
ix 74LS15S

& eack -

2 95 23-60

• 18 .18

.14, .(k

.39 *39

.29 .29
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BY AL DIVINE

FIRST BLOOD

Kith the arrival of the net* 256-k and 512-k ATARI

coaputers within our User group over the next few aonths.

two situations coae to sind:

First, it is evident that our User's group appears to

offer a good deal sore support than ATARI, and while as a

group we are undoubtedly as loyal to ATARI as any other

group of ATARI enthusiasts in the country, there aust be

soae 'parting of the way’ as a result of this innovation

in seaary expansion. He have discovered in one instance,

for exaaple, that one piece of 130XE software (which is

evidently due to soae idiosyncracy of the screen handling

hardware and cannot be adapted via this upgrade!, is

incoapatible with the 130XE. (The upgrade is compatible

with all XL software and SCO software that we know of.i

Making this upgrade on your XL will sake users sore

dependent upon the Group and less likely to look to ATARI

for user support.

To a liaited extant we are in direct coapetition with The

Coapany. I know that I decided as this expansion becaae

known to ae that I wanted to keep using the rather

extensive collection of software I was fasiliar with, and

also in which I had invested soae hard earned bucks in,

rather than try to unload it all to run out and purchase a

aachine which doesn't have BASIC available for it. Also if

you were considering an XE, you will have to decide as I

did, that I would rather take the 512-k upgrade ainus the

XE software compatibility, than the 12B-k upgrade (a new

XE), which costs about the sase asount of dollars. This

256-k and 512-k expansion is cospatibie with ail of the

old software you are used to running on the 400, 600XL,

BOO, 300XL and 1200XL cosputers.

It should be noted here that our Leader, True Srit
,
has

already rewritten DOS 2.5 such that on the 256-k upgrade

the DOS perceives the extra aeaory as Drive-7 and Drive-8,

each having 708 free sectors (Single density). The 512-k

version will have drives five and six as 708 sector single

density raadisks and drives seven and eight as

double-density drives. As you way iaagine the speed of

these raedisks in siaply aaazing, as I can tell you

(having seen the prototype run).

A prototype circuit board has already been printed and

tasted. This board will becoae available at cost to users

requesting the upgrade.

Finally, we expect and hope that other user groups around

the country will either develop their own expansion

designs or use one that has becoae public doaain such as

the one our own group has developed (which is PUBLIC

DOMAIN). Although it has been tested, we aust firaly

declare that we taka no responsibility for its perforaance

in the general instance. Each person who undertakes to

upgrade their caaputer does so at their own risk.

Perhaps ATARI will upgrade their eight-bit aachines at

this point to a full 512-k, if the expansion bug catches

on.

Individuals aay purchase their parts on their own (or by

requesting a group purchase at the next regular aeeting).

The following vendor is recoaaended (see the parts list at

the bottoa of the address circuit diagram!

:

JDR Microdevices

1224 S. Bascoa Ave.

San Jose, CA 75128

2
C?0 + 8 DA<t 5 /o/f
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AND MORE NEWS
IS COMING...
Sue to a lacx of space and the time required to prepare

the articles -far this special issue just a ten days after

the Hardware SIS had its meeting (in which they exhibited

TWO of the new RAMBG-XL's)
,
several articles and a copy of

the circuit board, did not reach this office in time to be

included in this lonth's ish. Next month's newsletter will

contain step-by-step instructions on how to assemble the

expanded memory as well as a copy of the circuit board

diagram.

SOLDER NITE!
In order to be able to reduce the number of problems

evolving out of the expansion modification it was

suggested by Save ft. that we get together for a "SOLDER

NITE" and try to do all the soldering in a group under

experienced coaching and supervision. This can be done

either in separate groups or at the Hardware SIS. Please

contribute your suggestions and contributions at the

upcoming Monthly Meeting.

RAMBQ-KL DISCLAIMER
The information contained in the articles in the MAAU6

Newsletter are intended for general distribution as the

property of the Madison Area ATARI User's Group. The

information is free and may be used in any way which is

generally assuamed to be appropriate by any individual or

group of individuals as long as no financial compensation

is incurred. Neither the articles nor the information

contained in them is to be sold or distributed in exchange

for money.

ATARI is a copyrighted name and all of its products are

protected by copyright. BYTE magazine is also protected by

copyright. Q

NEWSLETTER CHANGES
The HAAUS Newsletter now has access to TYPESETTER,

HEGAFGNTIfy and PA6EBES16NER (by XLENT Software), as well

as PRINTSHGP (by DataSoft), Within the foreseeable future

our newsletter will be produced, using this software

coapletely by Atari ccsputer as apposed to the old way of

paste up froa the artist's drawing board. In view of this

transition, the artists and editors would appreciate ail

subaissions to be published in the newsletter, iaages and

text, to be transacted on disk. Compatibla iaages with

our systea include: Koala Pad, Atari Touch Tablet,

Nicropainter, Super Sketch. Coapatible word processors

include Text Wizard and Atari Writer. Paint and Letter

Perfect are not coapatible with our systeas. Q

iem
BY SHIRLEY CZ0SCHKE

EDUCATION SI6 (or "beginners' SIS)

Last month, generally we had practice in operating the

machine and various commands. Specifically, we had fun

with ‘The Print Shop". In October we will continue with

skills and practice as requested by the group
1

.

Chair: Joe Imilkowski: 273 0999

Meeting: Ned., Oct. 16, 7:00. 2320 Rowley Ave. (one block

south of Nest High School)

COMMUNICATIONS SIS:

Modem type communications including Bulletin Board,

talking to other users....

Chair: Dave Mullinix: 249 6329

Meeting: (call for date), 135 Dewey St., Sun Prairie.

HARDNARE SIS:

The group is basically working on the RAH disk.

Chair: Mike Redman: 263 1584, 233 2405

Meeting: Tues., Nov. 5, 7:00. Nest High, Science Lab.

LANGUAGE SIS: (notice new chair)

The group will continue with the deep blue "C" - a

language very similar to BASIC.

Chair: Joel Plutchak : 233 6353 (or call: George Tucker:

756 2459)

Meeting: Sat., Nov 9, (call for time and placeO

/On uc
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